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Abstract: In this work we propose a quantum alternative to Artificial Neural Networks in
classification tasks. We design a set of different neural networks and quantum circuits and test their
performances. We found that a Variational Quantum Classifier can outperform a classical model
using far less free parameters and, thus, being more efficient. Further, a complex classification task
requires deeper quantum circuits, which nevertheless grow at a slower pace than the number of
neurons needed in a Neural Network for the same task.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the vast realm of Machine Learning, classification
tasks carry a highly relevant role with them [1]. In a su-
pervised learning scenario, a structure is trained to rec-
ognize labeled subsets within given data. This structure
learns the features that together define each label, and
once trained, it can be used to sort unlabeled data [2].
There is a plethora of computing paradigms that can be
used as learning structures. Artificial Neural Networks
(ANN) constitute a remarkable approach to such prob-
lems, rendering promising results in several cases [3, 4].
A continual effort is also being made in the search
for scenarios where quantum solutions pose an advan-
tage over usual classic algorithms. This effort is a search
for quantum algorithms which are exponentially faster
than their digital counterparts, or exponentially more ef-
ficient. If such a breakthrough were achieved, we would
talk about quantum advantage [5].
It is a natural thought then to propose quantum al-
ternatives to current machine learning algorithms in the
field of classification tasks [6]. By reviewing the rele-
vant literature, it appears clear that several incursions in
this direction have already been conducted. Many focus
on an almost literal translation from some component
of classical neural networks to quantum computing ones
[7, 8]. This path has indeed proven difficult as one in-
evitably faces quantum mechanical properties that can-
not be avoided [9].
An ideal framework, on the other hand, for a quan-
tum approach would be that of a fault-tolerant quan-
tum computer with an arbitrarily large amount of quan-
tum bits (qubits). However, that is still far from real-
ization. The present period has become known as the
Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum era, broadly referred
to as the NISQ era [10]. This term illustrates the kind of
quantum technology we can rely on having on the com-
ing time. Specifically, this refers to systems with about
less than 100 qubits whose quantum logic gates still carry
some error with them. Thus, it becomes vital that our
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algorithms be somewhat resistant to errors.
In this light, the class of algorithms known as Vari-
ational Quantum Algorithms occupies a privileged posi-
tion. They behave according to a dual nature [11]: a
quantum circuit determined by some scalar parameters
and a classic algorithm, which updates those parameters
following some rules. These hybrid circuits work in a
loop. The quantum circuit initially runs and produces
an output. Next, the classic algorithm tries to achieve
something on that output by tuning the parameters of
the circuit, normally minimizing a function. Then, the
process begins again, this time with the new parameters,
and it is repeated until some stopping flag is reached,
for example, convergence. As an example, there is the
so-called Variational Quantum Eigensolver [12], an al-
gorithm used to compute the ground state energy of a
state.
We propose a model named Variational Quantum
Classifier (VQC), which behaves under similar heuris-
tics. It involves a quantum circuit and a function defined
with its outcome, which will indeed depend on some free
parameters. A classic algorithm will reiteratively try to
minimize this function. It is submitted that this defi-
nition clearly satisfies the fault tolerance requirements
since possible errors are absorbed by fine-tuning the cir-
cuit parameters.
This paper is structured as follows: Initially, in Section
II, we introduce the theoretical models of ANN and VQC,
immediately followed by a benchmark of both classifica-
tion systems in Section III. Finally, we close by outlining
our conclusions in Section IV.
II. CLASSICAL AND QUANTUM CLASSIFIERS
This study represents a proof of concept for a quantum
learning algorithm that can successfully perform classi-
fication. We arrive at this goal by first tackling rather
simple exercises, which in turn give useful ideas on how to
scale to real problems. With this in mind, two different
tasks are composed.
In both tasks, we are given a set of labeled points
(x1, x2) with −1 ≤ xi ≤ 1, i ∈ {1, 2}. Note this do-
main is a square centered at (0, 0). Problem one has a
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FIG. 1: An ANN with 2 input and output neurons, and two
hidden layers with 3 and 2 neurons. Every neuron has a
bias value, and every connection a weight, which is tuned to
produce an adequate output.
different set of labels to problem two. The set of labels
is defining for each task and we will proceed analogously
in facing both. We begin by equally splitting the data
into two different subsets: a training set and a validation
set. As one may infer, the learning algorithm runs us-
ing the first one only and, afterward, the circuit classifies
the second one. Eventually, what we will use to compare
performances are the points in the validation set, not in
the training set. Since we know which label corresponds
to each validation point, we can ultimately compute the
accuracy of the model’s ability to sort the points.
Firstly, a binary classification task is stated: sort the
points as to whether they belong to a centered circle or
not, this is x21 + x
2
2 ≤ r2 for a given r. We define r such
that the circle’s area covers half the surface of the square.
This way, a “dumb” classifier, one which gives the same
label to every point, always scores about 50%.
Secondly, we face a classification task with more than
two possible outcomes. There will be three different cir-
cles in the square and the model must be able to tell
in which shape every point is or if the point simply sits
outside all the circles.
We will present both problems to a rich set of ANN
and VQC. As a result, we are able to compare models
and also to benchmark classic against quantum. The
following epigraphs introduce what models we use, how
they work, and how we acknowledge them.
A. Artificial Neural Networks
Feedforward networks of sigmoid neurons offer a range
of learning possibilities. An appropriate choice of weights
and biases classifies the data set by mimicking the labels
of points. We refer to the networks we use with a tuple of
integers [N1, . . . , NL]. The length of the tuple L expresses
how many layers the network has, whereas the entries
Ni reveal the number of neurons in each layer. So, for
instance, the ANN depicted in Fig. 1 is written [2, 3, 2, 2].
The first and last layers are called the input and output
layers respectively; everything in between them is named
hidden layers.
|0〉 H Rz(x1) • Ry(θ1)
|0〉 H Rz(x2) • Ry(θ2)
FIG. 2: A Quantum Circuit Diagram that depicts one of the
simplest circuits we used. It consists of three parts:Encoding,
Classification, and Measurement. Alternative circuits may
contain more CZ gates and rotations about other axes.
Due to the level of difficulty in our tasks, we have
enough with architectures of sensible size as, for instance,
the one in Fig. 1. Since we do not need more than two
hidden layers, it is suitable for us to make use of a com-
bination of Stochastic Gradient Descent [13] plus Back-
propagation algorithm [14].
Ultimately, we attempt to determine the best configu-
ration for each given task. In particular, our interest will
reside in the most efficient network, i.e., the one with the
lowest amount of free parameters that can successfully
classify the data.
The input layer, made of two neurons, encodes the
data. Every point is characterized by the input values
x1 and x2. Since the first task consists of binary classifi-
cation, the output layer will contain two neurons. Con-
versely, for task two there are four regions into which a
point can belong, therefore, we shall use a four neuron
output. Every input point has a label a(x1, x2), and an
output y(x1, x2) produced by the ANN. What we want
is for the output to be as similar as possible to the label
for every point in the set.
Very often in these scenarios, a classification problem
becomes one of studying the local minima of a given cost
function, which gives an idea of how far the model is from
perfect classification. It is usually understood as a met-
ric. Different cost functions suit different problems better
just as different architectures do. We use the quadratic
cost function: C = 12n
∑
x ||y(x) − a(x)||2, which can be
thought of as a mean squared Euclidean metric.
The so-called set of hyperparameters includes the net-
work design, the choice of cost function, and the choice
of variables related to the algorithm itself, which remain
fixed during the training. The cost function and the ar-
chitecture are commonly set according to some general
rules of thumb. After those are chosen a pre-training
session can take place where the remaining variables are
tuned. Oppositely, they may be fixed from the start.
B. Variational Quantum Classifier
Again, we want to use the least possible amount of
computational resources. We achieve that by using the
simplest quantum gates available. This is why our VQC
consists of a number of one-qubit gates: the Hadamard
gate H, and rotational gates; plus some entangling gates:
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the controlled-NOT and the controlled-Z. All of them are
introduced in the Appendix, where one will find their
explicit form together with the names used to call them.
Our circuits operate on quantum systems initialized in
the |0〉⊗n state. The reason behind this is that |00 . . . 0〉
states can be conveniently prepared. Also almost every
unitary gate acting on n qubits can be decomposed as
a set of these basic gates, with a certain precision ε, as
stated in the Solovay-Kitaev theorem [17].
The angles applied by the rotations, θ1, . . . , θl, deter-
mine how accurate the classification is, where l is the to-
tal number of rotations. The second part of the VQC is
fulfilled by a classic algorithm: first, we compute a func-
tion using the final state of the quantum circuit, which
will, of course, be a function of θi. Then, the algorithm
tries to minimize this function, much in a similar fashion
to that of the ANN.
The quantum circuit we are going to use consists of
three main parts, as they appear in Fig. 2.
1. Encoding: Prepare a superposed state H⊗n|0〉⊗n,
apply rotations of angle equal to the input coordi-
nates.
2. Classification: Apply different rotations of angles
θ1, . . . , θl and, optionally, include some entangle-
ment gates among them.
3. Measurement: Collapse each qubit’s wave function
to obtain one of the quantum states of the compu-
tational basis.
The classical counterpart, completing the hybrid na-
ture of a variational quantum algorithm, also comprises
three steps. First, we define a target function, which
takes the physical final state as an argument and returns
an appropriately shaped output. Second, we again use
the quadratic cost function. Third and last, we use a gra-
dient descent algorithm to minimize the cost function.
There are many settings that can be customized when
comparing different architectures. Mainly, the differences
from one circuit to another lie in what specific rotations
we apply, that is, Rx, Ry, or Rz, seen in the Appendix.
For an input (x1, x2), right after the H gates, we choose
to encode using Rz(xipi).
The presence of much higher complexity in the second
task requires that we use systems with more qubits. Some
reasoning may associate the high performance of neural
networks with their redundancy when processing data.
The output of every neuron is typically fed to several
others in the next layers, so every piece of information
is treated by several parallel entities. It is for this rea-
son that it might be logical to introduce redundancy in
our quantum classifier, i.e., we will want to introduce
the input (x1, x2) several times. Hence, we shall use
quantum circuits with an even number of qubits, starting
with four. Therefore, there is a wider range of options
we should be testing. Among the myriad of possible di-
rections, however, our focus remains on classifying with
only Rx and Ry rotations, entanglement gates, and an
increasing number of qubits. Now, a more sophisticated
encoding includes entanglement gates and free parameter
FIG. 3: Binary classification of the points in a circle using
ANN vs. VQC, corresponding to the left and right plots,
respectively. The classic model requires 23 free parameters,
while only 2 already render the quantum result.
rotations mixed with the Rz rotations. Every circuit is
repeated and tried with different choices of target func-
tion.
Rotation angles are initialized at random and updated
during training sessions to minimize the cost function.
The optimal amount of entanglement is not a trivial
thing, and it is part of the optimization problem [15].
For instance, if we had 4 qubits, first we would entan-
gle the first with the second qubits and the third with
the fourth. Subsequently, in order to bond both pairs we
would link the first to the fourth and the second to the
third qubits. Higher dimensional scenarios require some
creativity, but they raise no questions too deep in nature.
III. BENCHMARKING
Illustrative data are presented in Table I. The most
promising cases, highlighted in bold, are plotted in Fig.
3. It is clear that quantum alternatives require signifi-
cantly lower amounts of parameters, but are accompa-
nied by less consistent performances. Moreover, the very
nature of quantum mechanics allows parallel operations
to be computed at once. This way, the demand for com-
puting resources sinks and the overall efficiency increases
as the system grows larger, in contrast to classic alterna-
tives.
By comparing highly scoring models we are able to
establish links between both classical and quantum king-
doms. In turn, some isolated examples with higher com-
plexity and poorer performance help us build accurate
conceptual limits of the models we use. Completely oppo-
site cases are discovered too, where a particularly simple
system fulfills the classifying task with sharp accuracy.
Nevertheless, prudence provides simple explanations that
tag these experiments as something similar to “false pos-
itives”.
There is no denying an apparent correlation between
the number of parameters and performance. Typically,
high complexity should result in successful outcomes. It
is indeed among the exceptions to this rule that some
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Task Classifier




[2,2,2] 12 24 75.97
Circle
[2,3,2] 17 32 94.30
[2,3,2,2] 23 44 96.53
[2,3,3,2] 29 53 76.73
VQC
(2,2,0,0) 2 3 55.03
(2,0,2,1) 2 4 96.63
(2,1,1,1) 2 4 75.60
Three
ANN
[2,2,4] 18 36 78.97
Circles
[2,2,5,4] 45 78 82.67
[2,3,4,4] 45 78 87.40
[2,5,5,4] 69 111 95.93
VQC
(4,2,4,3)1 6 7 21.50
(4,2,4,3)2 6 7 32.00
(4,4,2,3) 6 7 39.00
aNumber of physical operations required to classify one point.
TABLE I: Results of the most illustrative scenarios. ANN are
encoded with a string of numbers between square brackets
[N1, . . . , NL], where L is the number of layers and Ni the
number of neurons in layer i. VQC are codified with a 4
figure number inside parentheses (n,X, Y,E), where n is the
number of qubits, X and Y are the number of rotational gates
about the x and y axes, and E is the count of entangling gates.
(4243)1 differs from (4243)2 in the choice of target function,
for the same circuit. Plots in Fig. 3 relate to rows highlighted
in bold.
of the deepest insights arise. For example note that
[2, 3, 3, 2] scores remarkably worse than [2, 3, 2, 2]. This
and similar instances bring us to the conclusion that too
intricate a network will struggle when facing very simple
tasks. It is therefore important to properly size the de-
signs we use since the number of parameters grows rather
fast with the dimension of the network. It is enlighten-
ing to question ourselves about the two ANN with 45
parameters as well as the figures relating to the quantum
alternative.
Considering the case with ANN first, sheer reason
would say that different architectures should render dif-
ferent results. Moreover, there is a set of heuristics that
help to find one’s way during the design process. As an
example, in tasks similar to ours it makes little sense to
have a layer with fewer neurons than both of their neigh-
bor layers. One can guess that the reason for this is that,
by doing so, we are losing either information or capacity
of processing.
Let us focus for a moment in how VQC deal with the
first task. One can see that, for the same number of
parameters, accuracy levels are leaps apart from one an-
other. Some might be convinced that a classifier using
Ry gates necessarily works better than one based on Rx
rotations. Yet, as a matter of fact, it does not. Rather,
what is happening is that the particular specifics of task
one closely relate to some inner feature of the y-rotation
gate. If the task were to characterize a horizontal stripe,
our plots say Rx would perform comparably better.
Quantum Classifiers struggle at first while tackling
task two. This way, there is a stronger correlation be-
tween performance and the number of parameters to-
wards the lower end of the spectrum. This insinuates
that the proposed circuits in those experiments might
not be complex enough to perceive the behavior of such
non-local classification.
It needs to be said, though, that the scope of advan-
tages in the use of quantum circuits reaches further than
the number of parameters only. Classical computers are
sequential, meaning their capabilities of parallelism are
limited. Quite oppositely, quantum computers can per-
form a number of operations at once. There is a re-
semblance, thus, between quantum circuits and neural
networks, where one can define layers of gates. Further
steps following this study could well prove fruitful in this
direction.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Our goal was to test whether a variational quantum
algorithm was a valid classification model. We achieved
it by defining a pair of problems and testing them with
both the ANN and VQC models. We arranged a rich set
of networks using different architectures and sizes, which
were then trained to solve the problems. In parallel, we
designed different quantum circuit designs depending on
some parameters, which we also trained with the same
purpose. We finally compared the performances of both
models.
Overall, VQC present themselves as a potentially valid
classification model. As opposed to ANN, quantum al-
ternatives use a significantly lower number of parameters,
which implies a lower energy consumption and are, there-
fore, more efficient. Moreover, classical computers work
sequentially, contrary to the ones introduced in this pa-
per. Therefore, there is room for optimism in the search
for quantum advantage in the direction of variational al-
gorithms.
Given this, there are some clear areas in which future
study should be considered. Namely, a remarkable dis-
covery would be listing heuristics and general rules link-
ing circuit design with the key features of problems since
this would bring us closer to better results in the long
run. Light must also be shed on the selection of target
functions, as one could expect that a smart choice would
make better scoring possible. Also, it might be interest-
ing to pursue the building of thought bridges between the
defining elements of neural networks and some features
of variational circuits, so a clearer intuition can be drawn
from the parallelism.
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APPENDIX: QUANTUM GATES
In Quantum Computing, the system undergoes
changes in a similar fashion as in classical computing.
One can understand operations on a string of qubits as a
collection of logic gates, such as the NAND or the XOR
ones [16]. Quantum Algorithms have a possible simi-
lar interpretation, where gates are unitary operators, el-
ements of the U(2n,C) unitary group. Under this alge-












which means we are considering the projections on the
z-axis.
The Solovay-Kitaev Theorem states that a finite set of
basic gates is enough to efficiently approximate any n-
qubits gate with ε accuracy [17]. Among the finite sets
that fulfill said property, there is one whose gates can be
implemented in a fault-tolerant way [18]. With them, we
can produce any gate, operating over an arbitrary num-
ber of qubits, with fixed precision ε. Gates which have
appeared throughout the present work are commonly ex-
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1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1
 (7)
As said, all of them can be efficiently approximated
using only a comfortably small set of gates. For instance,
we use CNOT and CZ almost indistinctly because they
are somewhat equivalent:
(I⊗H)CNOT(I⊗H) = CZ, (8)
where I is the identity operator.
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